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Hunting for Sub-Millisecond Pulsars
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Abstract. In this paper I retrace some particularly significant moments of my scientific
collaboration with the late friend and colleague Nichi D’Amico. The projects mentioned
well highlight the extraordinary variety of his interests in avant-garde astrophysical prob-
lems and, more generally, in leading themes in fundamental physics. Indeed, they testify to
his relationship with scientific investigation, always careful to value experimental feedback
as an essential guide for theoretical speculations. From this context emerges the conviction,
which we have always shared with Nichi, that astrophysical phenomena today offer the best
laboratory in which to verify our most extraordinary and daring theories on the structure of
the physical world.
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1. Introduction: a charismatic young
scientist

I started working with Nichi in 1996, when I
was employed as a Post Doc at the Astronomy
Group of the University of Leicester, headed
by Andrew King.

I had met Nichi almost fifteen years earlier,
when I was attending the second course in ex-
perimental physics (Esperimentazioni di Fisica
II) at the University of Palermo. I remember
him, young assistant of that course, giving us
programming lessons in the military uniform
of an airman. In fact, he attended the Recruit
Training Course in Trapani. I perfectly remem-
ber the overflowing and contagious enthusiasm
of that improbable young-scientist-in-uniform
for scientific research tout court, and for as-
tronomy in particular. I have clear in my mind
the sharp gaze with which he illustrated to
me, in a captivating way, the different method-

ologies to generate pseudo-random data that
obeyed a specific statistical distribution, using
simple random numbers generators between
zero and one: more practical and easy to un-
derstand methods, such as that of sampling the
area subtended by the distribution with points
randomly distributed on a rectangle that en-
veloped most of the function, more sophisti-
cated and fascinating methods such as that of
inversion to generate a Poissonian sequence
of events with uniform probability of occur-
rence over time: my first uncertain steps in
the fascinating world of Monte Carlo simula-
tions. Thirty years later, those fascinating dis-
cussions on the randomness and uniformity of
the cumulative distribution would have helped
me in my research on the quantum structure of
Space-Time.

Nichi was able to induce, in the inter-
ested interlocutor, an extraordinary curiosity
towards all natural phenomena, even if appar-
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ently simple, capable of soliciting profound re-
flections which, in recent times, would have
stimulated the common interest in the design
of experiments specifically dedicated to ex-
perimental verification of the consequences of
some theories of Quantum Gravity that pre-
dict a temporal and spatial granularity (first
order) at the Planck scale (tmin ∼ tPlanck =√

G~/c5 ∼ 10−43 seconds and `min ∼ `Planck =√
G~/c3 ∼ 10−33 centimetres, respectively),

the visionary project GrailQuest (Gamma
Ray Astronomy International Laboratory for
QUantum Exploration of Space Time), which
Nichi supported with interest.

2. Sub-millisecond pulsars: the quest
for the Strange Quark Matter

But, going by order and going back to the end
of the last century, I remember very well the
fervour of his words when he illustrated to me
the extraordinary discoveries that, as a member
of the Parkes Pulsar Team, had made with his
Australian, British, American, Canadian col-
leagues: Millisecond Radio Pulsars sprouted
galore in the heart of Globular Clusters scru-
tinised with the huge eye of the Australian ra-
dio telescope, greedy prey for that handful of
intrepid, eager, hunters of the wonders of the
cosmos.

Neutron Stars, spinning at about a thousand
times per second, reaching nearly the speed of
light at the equator, unimaginably compact ob-
jects (a star concentrated in a sphere of ten
kilometres radius) fascinated us for the strik-
ing contrast between properties so extreme and
an almost inconceivable structural simplicity in
an astronomical object: the immense force of
gravity capable of eliminating almost any sec-
ondary structure in an attempt to subject the
multiform variety of matter to the astounding
spherical symmetry that the very nature of this
force imposes.

I perfectly remember the intuition, shared
by both of us, of using the global proper-
ties of these marvelous, very dense spheres,
subjected to vertiginous rotations, to investi-
gate their elusive and otherwise inaccessible
internal structure, to carry out, in short, ex-
periments on matter subjected to extreme con-

ditions, in order to reveal its intimate struc-
ture, the search for the Holy Grail of Nuclear
Physics: the Equation of State of ultra-dense
matter. Are Neutron Stars composed by a crys-
talline crust surrounding a superfluid ocean of
neutrons (gravitationally-bound neutron star,
see Burderi & D’Amico (1997) for a detailed
discussion of gravitationally-bound vs. self-
bound neutron stars), or, as theorised by some
daring theoretical physicists, do they harbour a
nucleus of the more stable and compact state
of matter (self-bound neutron star), a uniform
mixture of up, down and strange quarks, the
so-called Strange Quark Matter?

We therefore started studying different
types of mechanical deformations induced by
the rapid rotation on these precious geoids,
guardians of the last secrets of the cosmos. As
shown in figure 1, from the paper by Burderi &
D’Amico (1997), the maximum allowed spin
frequency for a gravitationally bound neutron
star depends on the Equation of State of ultra-
dense matter adopted. And here comes the con-
clusions, extraordinarily simple and, therefore,
enormously constraining in this respect. In line
with the results proposed by other authors (e.g.
Koranda et al. 1997 and Glendenning 1992),
the discovery of a radio pulsar with a rotation
period of less than one third of a millisecond
would, ipso facto, prove the existence of the
Strange Quark Matter, the most stable state of
aggregation of matter!

Two points still remained to be clarified: to
outline a plausible astrophysical scenario spin-
ning a Neutron Star up to these dizzying ro-
tations and to design an experiment with se-
lected characteristics to identify this possible
type of pulsar in very rapid rotation. I dedi-
cated myself to conceive semi-detached binary
systems, harbouring a Neutron Star, in which a
prolonged phase of mass-transfer allowed the
Neutron Star to accrete the angular momentum
corresponding to the rotation below one mil-
lisecond, while Nichi, with the extraordinary
technical-experimental competence that coex-
isted in him with the interest for the most del-
icate and profound theoretical problems, ded-
icated himself to conceiving a Survey with
characteristics (e.g. temporal resolution, sam-
pling frequency, frequency width of filters,
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T π 1010 K, so all the m[ 5 modes are damped by vis-

cosity for realistic temperatures of the NS.

4. For 107 K \ T \ 109 K, the situation is unclear. In

principle, this is the range of temperatures at which the

m º ]2 instabilities set in. The related frequencies were

computed by & Lindblom for a range of tem-Cutler (1987)

peratures and di†erent EOSs. However, Mendell (1991)

claims that below the superÑuid transition temperature of

the NS matter (D109 K), the e†ects of ““ mutual friction ÏÏ

(i.e., the friction between electrons and neutron vortices) are

large enough to damp the nonaxisymmetric instabilities.

5. For T \ 107 K, the viscosity of the NS is so high that

all the positive modes, m\ 2, 3, 4, and 5, are damped out by

viscosity (Lindblom 1987).

6. In the context of the viscosity-driven modes, the smal-

lest angular speeds at which these instabilities set in occurs

for the o m o π 5 modes. The frequencies at which the

m π [2 instabilities set in depend on the NS temperature.

These limit frequencies, for T \ O and T \ 0 K, were com-

puted for di†erent EOSs byLindblom (1987).

7. For T \ 107 K, the NS centrifugal frequency is

usually lower than the smallest frequencies at which both

the instabilities set in.

Therefore, for a given NS temperature, the minimum

allowed rotational period, is the maximum of the cen-Plim,

trifugally limited and the periods of the non-(PK,eff)
axisymmetric instabilities e†ective for that temperature. As

an example, shows the resulting minimum rotationFigure 2

period for the two EOSs discussed before as a function of

the NS temperature. For the full range of temperatures

shown, the period at which the rotation of the NS becomes

unstable is practically constant for a given EOS and bary-
onic mass. For a realistic range of NS temperatures, the

derived values are remarkably close to those determined by

the centrifugal limit It is worth noting that the resultsPK,eff.

FIG. 2.ÈSchematic plot of the shortest possible periods for a rotating

NS vs. the NS temperature. Curves labeled and refer to EOS Bsoft1 soft2
and baryon masses of and respectively ;Mb \ 1.4 M

_
Mb max \ 1.63 M

_
,

curves labeled and refer to EOS L and baryon masses ofsti†1 sti†2 Mb \
1.4 and respectively. KPL indicates the zones,M

_
Mb max \ 3.23 M

_
,

delimited by the Ðrst and the last dashed line, where the minimum period is

determined by the centrifugal instabilities. GR indicates the zone where the

minimum period is determined by the gravitational radiationÈdriven insta-

bility. In the zone between the left dashed line and the dotted line, KPL

may be the limiting instability if mutual friction damps the GR instability.

(a) From et al. (b) from & Lindblom (c)Friedman (1986) ; Cutler (1987) ;

from et al. (d) from & IpserCook (1994) ; Friedman (1992).

for the two extreme gravitationally bound EOSs di†er sub-

stantially, so the detection of a submillisecond pulsar could

be used as a probe to discriminate between the two cases.

3. THE FORMATION OF A MILLISECOND PULSAR

The most widely accepted scenario for the formation of a

millisecond pulsar is the recycling of an old NS by a spin-up

process driven by accretion from a binary companion (for a

review, see & van den Heuvel In thisBhattacharya 1991).

model, as a result of the nuclear evolution of the compan-

ion, the NS eventually accretes matter overÑowing the com-

panionÏs Roche lobe, which thus has enough speciÐc

angular momentum to form a Keplerian accretion disk. The

Alfve� n radius of a magnetized accreting NS is deÐned asRA
the radius at which the (assumed dipolar) NS magnetic Ðeld

pressure equals the ram pressure of the spherically accreting

(free-falling) matter,

B(RA)2
8n \ o(RA)vff(RA)2 , (5)

where B is the NS magnetic Ðeld, and o and are thevff
density and the free-fall speed of the accreting matter. The

accretion radius is / times the Alfve� n radius, where ther
a

factor / D 1 depends on the details of the accretion process.

Outside this radius, the accreting matter is assumed not to

be inÑuenced by the magnetic Ðeld, while well inside it, it is

assumed to follow the Ðeld lines. Using the continuity equa-

tion for o(r), one Ðnds that

r
a
\ 1.0 ] 106(/k264@7m5 ~2@7M~1@7R6~2@7) cm , (6)

where is the magnetic moment in unitsk26 (k \ Bsurface R3)
of 1026 G cm3, is the accretion rate in Eddington unitsm5
(for a 106 cm stellar radius the Eddington accretion rate is

1.5 ] 10~8 yr~1), and is the NS circumferentialM
_

R6
equatorial radius in units of 106 cm. The accreting matter

couples to the NS magnetic Ðeld at the accretion radius r
a
.

In this way, the pulsar accretes angular momentum, and

spins up. This process ends when the NS is spinning at

about the same angular speed as the Keplerian matter at

the accretion radius ; any further spin-up results in a cen-

trifugal inhibition of the accretion. Once this equilibrium

period is attained, the accretion proceeds with a constant

NS spin. After the accretion phase, the pulsar is visible as a

very fast, low-Ðeld NS: a millisecond pulsar. The equi-

librium spin period can be derived from the Kepler relation

where the fastness param-2n/Peq\ f
s
(GM)1@2r

a
~3@2, f

s
π 1,

eter, equals 1 if the pulsar is spinning at exactly the Kepler

speed of the accreting matter,

Peq \ 0.57(/3@2f
s
~1k266@7m5 ~3@7M~5@7R6~3@7) ms . (7)

Two constraints apply to (1) the accretionequation (7) :

radius computed via the relation of from whichequation (6),

has been derived, cannot be smaller than theequation (7)

NS radius R, and (2) the nonaxisymmetric instabilities dis-

cussed in the previous section could keep the NS spin in a

di†erent equilibrium state, where the excess of angular

momentum accreted onto the NS is radiated away (e.g., by

the emission of gravitational radiation).

Taking these e†ects into account, the equilibrium spin

period attainable in this way is given by the relation

Peq\ max
G 2n
f
s
(GM)1@2 [max (r

a
, R)]3@2, Plim

H
. (7a)

Fig. 1. Original figure from the paper by Burderi & D’Amico (1997). Schematic plot of the shortest possible
periods for a rotating NS vs. the NS temperature. Curves labeled soft1 and soft2 refer to EOS B and baryon
masses of Mb = 1.4 M� and Mb max = 1.63 M�, respectively ; curves labeled stiff1 and stiff2 refer to EOS
L and baryon masses of Mb = 1.4 M� and Mb max = 3.23 M�, respectively. KPL indicates the zones,
delimited by the first and the last dashed line, where the minimum period is determined by the centrifugal
instabilities. GR indicates the zone where the minimum period is determined by the gravitational radiation–
driven instability. In the zone between the left dashed line and the dotted line, KPL may be the limiting
instability if mutual friction damps the GR instability. (a) From Friedman et al. (1986); (b) from Cutler &
Lindblom (1987); (c) from Cook et al. (1994); (d) from Friedman & Ipser (1992).

bandwidth, etc.) designed to obtain sensitiv-
ity at very high frequencies at the price of a
worsen sensitivity for the detection of slower
Pulsars. In figure 2, originally published in
D’Amico (2000), we show the sensitivity pro-
file of the Bologna survey.

This work, which we published in
Astrophysical Journal (Burderi & D’Amico
1997), greatly influenced, in the spirit and
methodology described, my subsequent
approach to the problems of theoretical
astrophysics.

The constant attention to the possibility of
an experimental confirmation of the proposed
theories, and the belief, today shared by most,
that astrophysics constitutes the last accessi-
ble laboratory to verify the theories on the pro-
found nature of the physical world, are, in my
opinion, the two great intuitions that Nichi al-
ways had in mind. This, in a nutshell, is, in my
opinion, the extraordinary scientific legacy that
he left us and that has profoundly influenced all
his collaborators. This is the unifying leitmotif
of his multifaceted activity as a highly talented
scientist.
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2 Nichi D’Amico

Figure 1. Sensitivity profile of the Bologna survey compared with
that of the low frequency Parkes survey (Manchester et al,1996). The
positions of the known millisecond pulsars in the Northern and South-
ern sky are indicated

2. Sensitivity requirements of the experiment

The detectability of MSPs is the result of a compromise between several require-
ments. The minimum detectable pulsar mean flux density is given by:

Smin ∝ k
SSY S√
∆ν∆t

!
we

P − we
(1)

where SSY S is the system noise equivalent flux density in Jy, k is a factor that
accounts for the adopted detection thereshold and various system losses, (typ-
ically k ≃ 10), ∆ν is the observed bandwidth, ∆t is the integration time, P is
the pulsar period, and we is the effective pulse width given by

we =

"
w2 + (δt)2 + (

DM

1.210−4

δν

ν3
)2 + (δtscatt)2 (2)

where w is the intrinsic pulse width, δt is the time resolution as determined
by the sampling time, the post-detection time constant and anti-aliasing filter,
DM is the dispersion measure in cm−3pc, δν and ν are respectively the fre-

Fig. 2. Original figure from the paper by D’Amico (2000). Sensitivity profile of the Bologna survey com-
pared with that of the low frequency Parkes survey (Manchester et al. 1996). The positions of the known
millisecond pulsars in the Northern and Southern sky are indicated.

It is absolutely no coincidence that his
name is linked to the discovery of the Double
Pulsar (Burgay et al. 2003), the binary sys-
tem of two Radio Pulsars that has allowed as-
tronomers to verify with the maximum pre-
cision obtainable to date the predictions of
General Relativity at a better level than one
part over a thousand in many respects. I re-
member the fervent words with which Nichi
described the intense emotions of those days:
on holiday in the Alps, his wife Adriana wav-
ing her mobile phone looking for a weak tele-
phone field in the thin air between farms and
huts for a precarious connection to the network
in order to prepare the latest version of the
Nature paper that announced the discovery of
the system? the irrepressible emotion that over-
whelms the man of science when, in front of
his astonished and satisfied eyes, Nature opens
up its treasures. But the scientific companions
of that beautiful journey will say, better than I

could do, elsewhere, of this extraordinary ad-
venture undertaken by Nichi in the fascinating
and unexplored lands of leading scientific re-
search.

3. Probing the innermost structure of
Quantum Space-Time: a recent
project at the University of Cagliari

Here I want to recall the mutual and profound
esteem that characterised my relationship with
Nichi. I am sure that, without any rhetoric, the
recognition of the poignant passion for knowl-
edge was the basis of our relationship, essen-
tial, in some ways, but indissolubly intense.
I am absolutely certain that in this spirit he
called me for a professorship at the University
of Cagliari, where he was about to undertake a
new challenge, the completion of the construc-
tion of the Sardinia Radio Telescope.
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Fig. 3. Original figure from the paper by Burderi et al. (2020). The GrailQuest project.

And it is here in Cagliari that, together
with Nichi and an international group of au-
dacious scientists, we have conceived an ex-
periment to probe the deepest structure of
Space-Time in search of the extreme limits
that many models of Quantum Gravity set for
the stage of the cosmos. Indeed, many the-
oretical studies present a lower limit to the
dizzying unlimited divisibility of space and
time (see e.g. Burderi et al. 2016 and refer-
ences therein). In this granular fabric, a light
wave interacts with Space-Time grains, par-
tially slowing down its frenetic rush when
its wavelength approaches the Planck length,
the distance between the successive atoms of
space, to use an expression dear to Smolin.
And so we conceived the GrailQuest (Gamma
Ray Astronomy International Laboratory for
QUantum Exploration of Space-Time) exper-
iment (Burderi et al. 2021). A pathfinder
of GrailQuest is already under development

through the HERMES (High Energy Rapid
Modular Ensemble of Satellites) project: a fleet
of six 3U cube-sats to be launched by the end
of 2023 (Burderi et al. 2020).

We plan to observe, with a network of
satellites from space, Gamma Ray Bursts, the
flashes of gamma light that herald the fi-
nal collapse of the stars beyond the Event
Horizon, the most intense explosions from the
far reaches of the Cosmos. With an over-
all huge effective area and very high tem-
poral resolution, we plan to measure the
small delays (few microseconds) imparted by
the granular texture of Space-Time to pho-
tons of different colors (in the keV–Mev fre-
quency range), at the end of a journey of
billions of years from the borders of the
Causal Universe. Moreover, GrailQuest and
HERMES will allow to perform temporal tri-
angulation of impulsive events with arc-second
positional accuracies: an extraordinary sensi-
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tive X-ray/Gamma all-sky monitor crucial for
hunting the elusive electromagnetic counter-
parts of Gravitational Waves, that will play
a paramount role in the future of Multi-
messenger Astronomy. The main features of
the GrailQuest project are shown in Figure 3

Again we were following the idea that the
entire Universe is the laboratory where Nature
has prepared the appropriate experiments to
solve its deepest enigmas.

This is the path traced by Nichi, and
his legacy to us echoes in the words of the
Icelandic alchemist, hero of the novel Journey
to the Center of the Earth by Jules Verne, who
urges the scientist to undertake a perilous jour-
ney: ”Descende, audax viator, et terrestre cen-
trum attinges. Quod fecit, Arne Saknussemm.”
I like to believe that you too, friend and daring
traveler, like the intrepid Arne, may have laid,
at the end of your journey, the clear and cu-
rious gaze, which unites children and men of
science, on the wonderful secrets of the world.
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